INSTRUCTIONS: Answer Question ONE and any other TWO Questions

Q1. Discuss the following matters regarding Temporal goods in the Church:
   a) The concept and Constitutive elements of Temporal goods
   b) Classes of temporal goods as mentioned by the Code, as well as in Civil Law
   c) Foundation of the right to Temporal goods
   d) The subject of “dominium” of ecclesiastical goods

Q2. The Church exercises the right to acquire Temporal goods through diverse methods. Identify them and discuss the law governing the specific methods.

Q3. Pious trust and pious foundations are the most emblematic categories of pious wills. Explain these canonical institutes.

Q4. In the internal ordering of a Diocese, there are funds for different purposes. Elaborate on each while elucidating on their relevance.

Q5. Alienation of goods is considered as an extraordinary act of administration in the canonical doctrine. Discuss.

*END*